Easy to learn Fortune Telling - Madame Lenormand
Hello, here you can find some of my cards and how you can use it with a example to learn.
In my English books or correspondence course you can learn to lay MME cards.
There you can find the basics and most important presumes for a successful consulting with my deck.
How to use Britta’s cards with examples and many more tips for MME in my English books .
Have a nice time and relax with

Test yourself and also extract from my Books
For your information:

The questions are written in blue ink
The suggested solutions are written in green

________________________________________________
Ectract Pracice Book III
Once again:

Important

If there is No future card in your axis of interpretation,
you can read all the way back again in to the past if you like.
The events shown in the axes of interpretation can keep repeating
themselves.
It is therefore important to keep a watchful eye on these ongoings and
find a way to stop them from happening all over again..
Should you see a move or renovation, for example the two cards No
17 Stork and No 4 House, you might have moved house in the past,
might be doing so at the moment, or might move again some day in
the future.
If the two cards No 23 Rat and No 8 Coffin appear in a so-called
“Combination”, you must keep an eye on your digestive system. Then
you should make sure this does not happen again.

This affair is a one-off thing at some point in the distant future.

This man will keep having affairs, which will not last.
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Extract Pracice Book III

Exercises on the Future Cards
example: card No 26 Book

We will use the Future Card No 26 Book:
As the first few cards remain the same, we can practically copy what we have
said before.
At first there are some misunderstandings and unclear situations between you
and your partner, which can also lead to difficulties and sadness (birds).
Your partner’s emotions are blocked; he is obviously not the kind of person to
talk about his feelings.
Also in this case we can state that it might be a good idea to take a few days
off and get away from it all.
A short trip or holiday might help a lot.
In this case, however, the Future Card in question is No 26 Book.
As this card suggests, we do not yet know about the events shown in the
cards following the Book Card.
Right now, all we can already see in this person’s life is the difficult situation he
is in.
At this point it is ......................................
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